
3018  Concordance Study

3018 Mr 2:14 Levi

3018 Lu 5:27 Levi

3018 Lu 5:29 Levi

 

~~~~~~

 3018.  Strong's Dictionary Study

3018. Leuis {lyoo-is'}; a form  of 3017; Lewis (i.e. Levi), a
Christian: --Levi.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 3018 -- Levi.

3017   Interlinear Index Study

3017  LUK 003 024 Which was  [ the son ]  of Matthat  3158 -
Matthat -  ,  which was  [ the son ]  of Levi  {3017} -Leui -  ,
 which was  [ the son ]  of Melchi 3197 -Melchi -  ,  which was  
[ the son ]  of Janna  2388 -Ianna -  ,  which was  [ the son ]  
of Joseph  2501 -Ioseph -  ,

3017  LUK 003 029 Which was  [ the son ]  of Jose  2499 -Iose -  
,  which was  [ the son ]  of Eliezer  1663 -Eliezer -  ,  which
was  [ the son ]  of Jorim  2497 -Ioreim -  ,  which was  [ the
son ]  of Matthat  3158 -Matthat -  ,  which was  [ the son ]  
of Levi  {3017} -Leui -  ,

3017  HEB 007 005 And verily <3303 -men -> they that are of the
sons <5207 -huios -> of Levi <{3017} -Leui -> ,  who <3588 -ho -
> receive <2983 -lambano -> the office <2405 -hierateia -> of
the priesthood <2405 -hierateia -> ,  have <2192 -echo -> a
commandment <1785 -entole -> to take tithes <0586 -apodekatoo ->
of the people <2992 -laos -> according <2596 -kata -> to the law
<3551 -nomos -> ,  that is ,  of their brethren <0080 -adephos -
> ,  though <2539 -kaiper -> they come <1831 -exerchomai -> out
of the loins <3751 -osphus -> of Abraham <11> :

3017  HEB 007 009 And as I may so <5613 -hos -> say <2036 -epo -
> ,  Levi <{3017} -Leui -> also <2532 -kai -> ,  who <3588 -ho -
> receiveth <2983 -lambano -> tithes <1183 -dekatoo -> ,  payed
<1183 -dekatoo -> tithes <1183 -dekatoo -> in Abraham <11> .

3017  REV 007 007 Of the tribe <5443 -phule -> of Simeon <4826 -
Sumeon ->  [ were ]  sealed <4972 -sphragizo -> twelve <1427 -
dodeka -> thousand <5505 -chilias -> .  Of the tribe <5443 -
phule -> of Levi <{3017} -Leui ->  [ were ]  sealed <4972 -
sphragizo -> twelve <1427 -dodeka -> thousand <5505 -chilias -> .
  Of the tribe <5443 -phule -> of Issachar <2466 -Isachar ->  [
were ]  sealed <4972 -sphragizo -> twelve <1427 -dodeka ->
thousand <5505 -chilias -> .

 

~~~~~~

  Leuis 3018 -- Levi.

* levi , 3017 , 3018 ,

 

~~~~~~

   Levi 3017 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  Levi 3017 # Leui {lyoo'-ee}; of Hebrew origin [3878]; Levi,
the name of three Israelites: -- {Levi}. Compare 3018.[ql

  Levi 3018 # Leuis {lyoo-is'}; a form of 3017; Lewis (i.e.
Levi), a Christian: -- {Levi}.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 3018. Cross Reference Study

3018.

3018 Leuis  * levi , 3017 Leui  , {3018 Leuis } ,

 

~~~~~~

 3018 - Leuis -  Mar 02:14 Levi

3018 - Leuis -  Luk 05:27 Levi

3018 - Leuis -  Luk 05:29 Levi
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